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As catalysis and organic synthesis come together again, the need for stable, selective and truly

heterogeneous solid catalysts for clean and efficient synthetic organic chemistry has increased. Hybrid

silica glasses obtained by the sol–gel nanochemistry approach can be successfully used for the waste-

free synthesis of valued chemicals in various applications. This success derives from the deliberate

chemical design of hybrid nanostructures capable of immobilizing and stabilizing organocatalytic species

and unstable metal nanoparticles. The highly selective activity along with a broad scope and ease of

application of these mesoporous materials to high-throughput reactions opens the route to faster,

cleaner and more convenient processes for both small and large scale manufacturing of useful molecules.
Introduction

In an interesting historic account, Sheldon and co-workers
explain how, under the mounting pressure of environmental
legislation, organic synthesis and catalysis, aer 150 years
in isolation, have come together again.1 Put briey, catalysis
developed as a subdiscipline of physical chemistry. With the
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advent of the petrochemical industry in the 1930s, catalysis
was widely used in oil rening and bulk chemical manu-
facture. The ne chemical and pharmaceutical industries,
however, remained primarily the domain of synthetic
organic chemists, who were reluctant to apply catalytic
alternatives to classical stoichiometric methodologies orig-
inating from the autonomous evolution of organic
chemistry.

Aware of the high economic costs associated with its atom
inefficient synthetic processes, affording >200 kg of waste for
every kilogram of active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) man-
ufactured,2 the ne chemicals and pharmaceutical industries
are switching to biocatalysis and to heterogeneous catalysis.3

The ultimate goal of ideal organic synthesis is to replace
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multistep batch processes with continuous catalytic conver-
sions that are atom,4 step5 and redox6 economic, namely using
catalysis to minimize wasteful steps, reducing the overall
number of steps and also to minimize redox manipulations
within a synthesis.

These are indeed the features of heterogeneous selective
catalysis under ow in which the solid catalyst rapidly mediates
the desired reaction, avoiding waste generation and contami-
nation of the product with toxic catalyst residues, while the
efficient mixing and excellent heat transfer in heterogeneously
catalyzed reactions carried out in ow microreactors oen lead
to much higher conversions, selectivity and yields than in batch
reactions.7

Industry, therefore, needs supported catalysts. A question
arises, however, which one to choose among the numerous
different materials developed by chemists in the last ve
decades? Introducing a comprehensive review volume of the
2002 state of the art of recoverable catalysts, Gladysz under-
lined8 that, from the standpoint of a synthetic or process
chemist, the ideal recoverable catalyst would have outstanding
selective activity, not be subject to leaching and degradation,
and would be easily recovered.
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Yet, a decade later Cole-Hamilton could notice that most of
the catalysts developed thus far suffer from severe leaching,
which compromises catalyst lifetime and contaminates reaction
products.9 One of the few large-scale processes applying sup-
ported catalysts is from the Japanese company Chiyoda that
uses supported rhodium for methanol carbonylation. Leaching
occurs; the rhodium is trapped on a guard bed and then the
ows are reversed so that the guard bed becomes the catalyst
bed.10

It is in this context that Avnir and coworkers in the 1985–
1995 decade developed the new eld of “organic chemistry
within ceramic matrixes”,11 namely the rst chemical (analytical
and synthetic) applications of doped silica glasses, doped with
enzymes, photoprobes and organometallic catalysts. Once sol–
gel entrapped within the inner porosity of amorphous silicas,
organic molecules, biomolecules, metal nanoparticles and even
cells are physically and chemically stabilized, while being
accessible to external reactants for chemical interaction.

Almost concomitantly, in 1995 Reetz and coworkers in Ger-
many discovered that lipases, sol–gel encapsulated in organi-
cally modied silicas (ORMOSILs), were also active and
recyclable in fat esterication reactions carried out in organic
François Béland is Vice-presi-
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solvents, with activities up to 10 times higher compared to the
free enzymes in suspension.12 Readily commercialized by Fluka
in 1996, the latter materials were the rst commercial sol–gel
catalysts to reach the market.

Numerous examples of green synthetic methodologies using
sol–gel entrapped catalysts followed,13 until the rst sol–gel
entrapped catalytic nanomaterials that combine the advantages
of homogeneous catalysis (reactivity and selectivity) and
heterogeneous catalysis (recovery and recyclability) were made
commercially available.

These hybrid catalysts (trade-named SiliaCat) include
oxidation organocatalyst TEMPO14 and a series of organosilica-
entrapped metal nanoparticles that open the route to nano-
particle metal catalysis of unprecedented performance, with
applications including stereoselective hydrogenation of vege-
table oils,15 carbon–carbon bond formation with ligand-free and
not air sensitive catalysis,16 ultraselective hydrosilylation17 and
hydrogenation18 of alkenes, and many other reactions. In this
account, we show how their successful application derives from
the deliberate chemical design of the right hybrid nano-
structures capable of immobilizing and stabilizing organo-
catalytic species and unstable metal nanoparticles (MNPs). We
present some recent results obtained using these solid-sup-
ported catalysts under ow, and show how they allow the
synthesis of ne chemicals at low cost, with minimal or no
environmental impact, opening the route to truly sustainable
organic synthesis. The conclusions place this progress in the
context of materials chemistry actual development.
Fig. 1 TEM image of the SiliaCat Pt0 microstructure.
Hybrid, encapsulated catalysts

The ORMOSIL-based SiliaCat catalyst family is one notable
example of nanochemistry in action,19 namely the application of
synthetic chemistry to make nanostructured materials with
special properties, by the merging of those porous materials
with the chemistry of the encapsulated species. Their synthesis
is an alternate general method whereby organometallic species,
organocatalysts and noble metal nanoparticles are encapsu-
lated within porous organosilica in a simple one-pot synthesis.

In the encapsulation of MNPs, for example, the synthetic
method is similar to the biocompatible bottom-up routes for
sol–gel enzyme encapsulation in biohybrid silica-based mate-
rials.20 It consists of a mild entrapment process, which starts
with controlled distillation, in a rotavapor, of the alcohol
released during the hydrolysis and co-condensation of two
organosilane monomers, such as methyltriethoxysilane,
MeSi(OEt)3, and tetraethoxysilane, Si(OEt)4. The resulting
alcohol-free sol is doped with a metal salt (Mn+) and undergoes
further polycondensation to yield a microporous hydrogel that
is dried under mild conditions. The latter material undergoes
reduction, also under mild conditions, to yield a nano-
structured xerogel doped with M0 nanoparticles trade-named
SiliaCat M(0).

Sintering of traditional supportedmetal catalysts is caused by
the mobility of the metal nanoparticles on the supporting
material's surface.21 The sol–gel encapsulation within the orga-
nosilica architecture prevents that mobility, because the active
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
nanoparticles are encapsulated individually within the ORMO-
SIL amorphous structure of the embedding matrix (Fig. 1).

The metal nanocrystallites vary in size and in density,
depending on the metal, but they are very small (average
diameter below 16 nm in Fig. 1; but smaller by changing the
sol–gel process parameters), without aggregation.

As a consequence, coalescence of small particles to larger
ones, which leads to deactivation of these catalysts with a typical
decrease in surface area and attendant reduction in the number
of active sites, is not possible. No agglomerated particles are
present on the outer surfaces of the organosilica xerogel. The
metal nanoparticles are accessible to reactant molecules in the
encapsulated system with reduced mass transfer limitations,
due to the mesoporous nature of the organosilica matrix.
Overall, this allows chemical exploitation of the metal special
properties that occur at the nanoscale.22

The 3-D sol–gel encapsulation drastically differs from 2-D
surface adsorption. In the case of entrapped molecular species,
for example the stable nitroxyl radical TEMPO (2,20,6,60-tetra-
methylpiperidine-N-oxyl), degradation of the supported catalyst
is due to oxoammonium ionmediated cleavage of amino bonds,
and consequent quenching of the active species that are bound
and le unprotected at the material's external surface. This
neighboring effect has been observed both for polystyrene23 and
silica-tethered24 TEMPO (Fig. 2).

In the ORMOSIL-entrapped catalyst, the radical moieties are
immobilized and protected in the material's sol–gel cages,
avoiding cleavage of the amino bond and thus intrinsically
preventing degradation. Accordingly, the SiliaCat material is
generally recyclable in the biphasic Anelli–Montanari oxidation
of an ample variety of alcohols in batch.13
Structural investigations on SiliaCat materials

The outstanding catalytic properties of these hybrid materials
are supported by their structure at a molecular level, and by
their microstructure. The mesoporous structure of SiliaCatM(0)
materials has been proved by nitrogen adsorption–desorption
isotherms at 77 K (Fig. 3).

The materials possess large surface areas (above 700 m2 g�1),
with total pore volumes in the range 1.0–1.6 cm3 g�1. The
Nanoscale, 2014, 6, 6293–6300 | 6295
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Fig. 4 DRIFT spectra of SiliaCat Pd0 (black line) and SiliaCat Pt0

(red line), normalized to the maximum.

Fig. 2 Synthesis of a TEMPO catalyst bound onto silica using
commercial aminopropyl-functionalized silica according to Fey et al.,
ref. 24.
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isotherms are type IV with hysteresis loops close to type H1,
characteristic of capillary condensation in open cylindrical mes-
opores between spheroidal particles of fairly uniform array.25

The mesopore size distribution using the BJH algorithm on
the desorption isotherms showed a maximum population with
average diameter depending on the metal, but below 10 nm,
with no contribution from micropores (indicated by the t-plot
analysis and by the values of parameter c in the BET equation).

The molecular structure of these materials has been char-
acterized both by solid state NMR and FTIR spectroscopies.
Solid state NMR shows that the degree of cross-linking does not
correlate with the catalytic activity,26 while the diffuse reec-
tance infrared spectra (Fig. 4) have shown that these catalysts
are both hydrophobic (low relative intensities of the nOH and
nSi–OH bands) and lipophilic (high relative intensities of the
CH3 related bands).
Fig. 3 N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms of SiliaCat Pt0 (green) and S
BJH analysis of the desorption isotherms.

6296 | Nanoscale, 2014, 6, 6293–6300
A quantitative analysis of the split nasSi–O–Si band has
shown that both ORMOSIL structures contain �80% of six-
member siloxane rings (Scheme 1A) and �20% of four-member
siloxane rings (Scheme 1B), yielding an extremely three
dimensional network.27

The unique tridimensionality of the structure and its
hydrophilic–lipophilic balance (HLB) account for the unprece-
dented performance of these catalysts, by allowing the accom-
modation of large loads of the catalyst and promoting
preferential adsorption of lipophilic functional groups
in reacting substrates adsorbed at the surface of the Pd and
Pt NPs.
iliaCat Pd0 (red), and corresponding mesopore size distributions from

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Scheme 1 Schematic representation of a silica cluster containing five
cyclic siloxane units: A – six-member [(SiO)6]; B – four member
[(SiO)4].
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A ow nanochemistry approach to catalysis

At least 50% of the reactions used in the ne chemical and
pharmaceutical industries could be improved by switching
from batch to ow chemistry using the microreactor tech-
nology.28 However, in more than 60% of the reactions studied, a
solid is present (whether as reactant, catalyst or product), which
is difficult to handle in ow.

In principle, the use of immobilized chemicals overcomes
this common issue encountered in ow chemistry. With solid-
supported reagents no work-up is required (all reagent excess
remains on the solid support), while the higher exposure of
reagents to catalysts improves the reaction rate compared with
traditional batch chemistry.

However, problems generally arise with polymer beads
because uid ows around beads, and not through them (Fig. 5)
Fig. 5 Polymer beads where fluid flows around beads, and not
through them. [Adapted from Prof. D. T. McQuade, with kind
permission.]

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
as many particles are closed and not accessible to reactants.
Second-generation heterogeneous catalytic systems must be
used to overcome these relevant practical issues.29

One approach, widely pursued by McQuade and coworkers,
makes use of porous polymer microcapsules.29 Another
approach recently developed by Nandini Nevi and coworkers30

utilises microporous catalysts such as SiO2 nanospheres
encapsulating Pd NPs. Finally, we use the mesoporous ORMO-
SILs described herein to afford high-yield waste-free processes
that can be easily scaled up to multikilogram-scale syntheses,
opening also the way for reactions that were previously difficult
to perform in batch.
Selective oxidation in ow

A clean catalytic oxidation method, which is now widely
employed in ne chemical manufacture as alternative to stoi-
chiometric oxidations using toxic and dangerous oxidants such
as Na2Cr2O7, KMnO4, MnO2 and NaIO4, employs a catalytic
amount of the stable free radical TEMPO in the organic phase,
and NaOCl as a primary oxidant in the aqueous phase.31

SiliaCat TEMPO is a well known recyclable TEMPO effective
catalyst for the oxidation of alcohols with bleach; whose original
batch reaction at low temperature (0 �C) typically yields the
desired carbonyl product in 97% yield.14 When performed in
ow (Fig. 6) the same reaction is considerably improved.32

Hence, the solid phase reactor is packed with SiliaCat TEMPO,
and dichloromethane (solvent 1) and water (solvent 2) are
pumped independently to inject a solution of the alcohol in
organic solvent (Loop 1) and an aqueous solution of NaOCl
(Loop 2) into the system.

A residence time in the solid phase reactor of two minutes is
now enough to achieve full conversion (100% conversion) to
pure benzaldehyde (100% selectivity). By contrast, under batch
conditions, it took 60 min to achieve 97% conversion.

Under ow, the reaction can be performed at room temper-
ature, is much quicker and does not require corroding KBr co-
catalyst (10 mol%). No post-reaction clean up is required to
remove the catalyst. For comparison, when an epoxy resin
functionalized with TEMPO is used to carry out the same
reaction in ow, again corrosive KBr as a co-catalyst and low
temperature (0 �C) are required for an acceptable reaction rate
attaining a maximum of 95% yield.33
Fig. 6 Fluidic set-up for TEMPO oxidation in flow using SiliaCat
TEMPO. Under flow the selective oxidation of alcohols with bleach can
be performed at room temperature, and does not require the use of
corroding KBr as a co-catalyst. [Reproduced from ref. 36, with kind
permission.]

Nanoscale, 2014, 6, 6293–6300 | 6297
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Table 1 Hydrogenation of nitroarenes to nitroamines over SiliaCat Pd(0)

Substrate Catalyst (mol%) Time (min) Solvent (M)
Conversion (%)
(selectivity %)

0.5 60 MeOH (0.1 M) 100 (100)

0.5 60 MeOH (0.1 M) 100 (97)

0.5 30 MeOH (0.1 M) 100 (99)

0.5 60 MeOH (0.1 M) 100 (100)

1.0 60 MeOH (0.07 M) 100 (100)
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Selective hydrogenation in ow

The selective hydrogenation of nitro compounds in the pres-
ence of different functionalities including carboxylic acid, ester,
amide, and halide groups can be carried out over the SiliaCat
Pd(0) catalyst under remarkably mild conditions, namely 1 atm
of H2 at room temperature (Table 1).

The process is eminently clean, and selectively runs under
ultra mild conditions at full (1) atom efficiency with no by-
products (no waste). No post-reaction work-up is required to
remove the catalyst besides simple ltration.

At the laboratory scale, the use of hydrogen gas may be
replaced by an alternate hydrogen source such as, for example,
ammonium formate. We thus investigated the hydrogenation
Scheme 2 Selective catalytic hydrogenation of methyl-1-carboxy-4-
nitrobenzene mediated by SiliaCat Pd(0) with ammonium formate as a
hydrogen source.

Table 2 Catalytic transfer hydrogenation in batch and flow chemistry o

Catalyst (mol%) T (�C) Time (min) C

1 20 60 B

Flow (mL min�1) V
15 20 50, 100 0.

a Conversions and selectivity evaluated by GC-MS analysis.

6298 | Nanoscale, 2014, 6, 6293–6300
reaction using ammonium formate (Scheme 2) both in batch
and in ow using the Syrris Asia 220 system, in order to
demonstrate the versatility of the nitroarene hydrogenation in
ow.

The solid phase reactor was packed with wet SiliaCat Pd(0)
and encased on the Asia module. The conversion and selection
rates were measured by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry
(GC-MS, Table 2).

Compared to the same process run under batch conditions,
the process under ow affords full selective conversion in
14 minutes only, versus 60 minutes required for maximum 95%
selectivity in batch reactions.

Perspectives and conclusions

In 2010, concluding a presentation dealing with the rst 25 years
of research in the eld of sol–gel functional silicas, Avnir was
challenging materials chemists to ask themselves what they
could do for chemistry,34 rather than chemistry for materials
science. Chemistry indeed has originated the second largest
global industry, one that along with prosperity and a myriad of
useful products has brought about serious chemical contami-
nation of the biosphere.35 Now, the whole green chemistry
ver SiliaCat Pd(0)a

onditions
% conversion
(% selectivity)

atch 95 (100)

olume reactor (mL) Resistance time
7 14, 7 100 (100)

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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movement calls for a paradigm shi from traditional concepts of
process efficiency that focus largely on the chemical yield, to one
that assigns the economic value to eliminating waste at source
and to avoiding the use of toxic or hazardous substances.1

Sol–gel silica-based glasses are functional materials whose
increasing utilization in disparate applications results in
dramatic improvement in the sustainability prole of many
existing chemical products and processes.36 Sol–gel hybrid
molecular, biomolecular andmetal catalysts are no exception as
they allow cleaning chemical synthesis by minimizing the use
and generation of hazardous substances.

These porous yet highly stable materials are ideally suited to
be coupled to ow chemistry techniques resulting in reactions
which are faster and cleaner than the analogous reactions in
batch, as shown above for two representative oxidation and
hydrogenation reactions.

Today's ow reaction systems, such as the Asia system used
for the experiments described herein, are modular and can be
upgraded to enable scale up, while the addition of modules can
expand the scope of the chemistry achievable in the future. In
brief, the process can be accomplished at scales from milli-
grams to grams to kilograms, all on the same instrument. Sol–
gel entrapped hybrid glasses – and not polymer beads – will be
one of the enabling technologies of the forthcoming
manufacturing of valued molecules37 in high-throughput
continuous processes, as silica-based glasses offer the high
selective activity and long term stability required for practical
application.

The high cross-linked organoceramic matrix framework of
the hybrid organic–inorganic material presents an excellent
resistance, signicantly better than the usual post-synthesis
functionalized materials commonly used in heterogeneous
catalysts. Opposite to traditional polymer-supported catalysts,
the rigid and highly porous glassy structure is compatible with a
wide range of solvents (no swelling); it offers an excellent
resistance to high temperatures and pressure, while the
minimal static charge ensures ease of handling of a free-owing
powder. The sol–gel synthesis, furthermore, allows reproduc-
ible accurate loading, while the huge (several hundreds m2 g�1)
accessible surface area leads to high turn over number (TON).
The examples presented in this report are only a brief selection
out of many reactions widely employed in synthetic organic
chemistry that are efficiently catalyzed by the SiliaCat catalysts.
Sol–gel catalysis over nanostructured hybrid silicas, in conclu-
sion, adds to the rst successful nanochemistry technologies.38
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